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The effect of nonzero initial conditions in Adomian’s solution of linear, or 
nonlinear, stochastic differential equations is demonstrated for an Nth-order 
equation in which the decomposition of the linear part into L + SP is made so as to 
simplify the Green’s function. 
The first author [l] has intensively investigated stochastic, linear and 
nonlinear, differential equations and shown that the methods may be useful 
for deterministic equations as well. Adomian’s methods may be useful for 
deterministic equations as well. Adomian’s methods yield an approximate 
solution in series form. Modeling, however, is approximate and talk of exact 
solution is unjustified. What matters is a computable and accurate 
procedure. Even in the deterministic ase, if one tries, for example, a Picard 
iteration, one quickly learns that the method is both cumbersome and inac- 
curate and fails utterly in the stochastic case as do other methods, generally, 
unless one is satisfied with perturbation methods and willing to incorporate 
severa restrictions on the nature and magnitude of fluctuations. In this paper 
we will clarify the effect of nonzero initial conditions in Adomian’s solutions. 
DISCUSSION 
Consider the linear stochastic differential equation in the form considered 
by Adomian and his co-workers L./y =x where x is a stochastic process on 
T x R where (0, F, ,u) is a probability space and 9 is a stochastic operator, 
in this case, a linear ordinary differential stochastic operator. Since it is 
assumed in the above works that the stochasticity can occur in all coef- 
ficients except the highest ordered derivative we will write Y(t, w) = 
dN/dtN + JJz:i a,(t, o) d”ldt” and we will take L = dN/dt“’ rather than 
L = (9) since a simple Green’s function is desirable. We are still using as in 
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the references the decomposition of 9 into deterministic and random parts 
but into L + L’ + 9 and solving for Ly as before, L’ now is given by 
z:r; (%(t, w)) d”ldt” and 9 is given by ,YJz:i a,,(& co) d”fdt” where 
a, = (a,) + a,(& 0) for n = 0, I,..., N- 1, so that 9 is zero-mean. Now 
Ly=x-L’y-.9y 
y=L-lx--L-'L'y--L-',gy 
or simply 
y=L-‘x-Lp’9y (1) 
if we allow 9 to have a mean value and identify it as Cf:i a,(t, w) d”/dt”. 
Letting L = (9) was, of course, a convenience if L -’ was easily deter- 
minable, but it is not a restriction. 
L -’ is, of course, an n-fold integral, hence 
L-'Ly= I... 
J I’ 
f Ly=L-‘x-Lp’Sy. (2) 
0 0 
The left-hand side of (2) is 
N-l 
y(t) - c (t"/n!) y’“‘(0). (3) 
n=O 
For example, if L = d*/dy’, we have (b sk d2y/dt2. The first integral yields 
;kfo;z'(t) - y’(0). The second yields y(t) - y(0) - ty’(t). Hence (2) 
N-l 
y(t) = -Y 
n.0 
(P/n!) y’“‘(0) + L ~ lx - L ~ ‘SPY. (4) 
If the initial conditions are zero, the first term of Adomian’s solution for y 
by decomposition in CEO yi is y. = L - lx. If not, 
N-l 
y, = L-lx + r y’“‘(O)[t”/n!]. 
20 
Additional terms may also appear from the stochastic bilinear concomitant 
term of the Adomian-Sibul (stochastic Green’s) theorem when an operator 
9 involving derivatives is replaced by its adjoint. 
Since nonlinear equations only change the integral equation (1) to 
y=L-lx-L--L~y-L~‘Jyy (6) 
the same result holds for nonlinear equations [2]. 
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